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Abstract
Advanced High Strength Steels (AHSS) are used in the automotive industry in form
of thin sheets, to reduce weight and increase crashworthiness. However their moderate
ductility can be a disadvantage for their conformation, these type of steels are prone to
crack after forming. These cracks normally nucleate from notches or edge irregularities.
Therefore knowing their behaviour at fracture is necessary to predict their performance
in service. But traditional approaches to measure fracture toughness are not valid for
thin sheets. Essential Work of Fracture (EWF) is an experimental methodology that
can measure fracture toughness in thin sheets using an energetic approach.
In this work two Dual Phase (DP) AHSS steels, DP780 and DP1000, that are vastly
used in the automotive industry, are studied. Double Edge Notched Tests (DENT)
are simulated by Finite Element Modelling (FEM), aimed at introducing a method to
identify fracture initiation using the same EWF energetic approach. This method is
experimentally validated by testing it on a notched hole specimen specially designed for
this purpose. It will allow to extrapolate known fracture initiation data from DENT
specimens to other specimens with the same thickness, notch size and stress triaxiality.
Finally several fracture properties are related with the state of stress in the specimens
by using two parameters, stress triaxiality and lode parameter.
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1 | Introduction
The need for increasing safety and lower fuel consumption in the automotive industry has stim-
ulated the development of advanced high strength steels (AHSS). These steels have a high me-
chanical strength which allows lightweight construction by reducing the sheet gauge. Nowadays
AHSS steels are widely used in the automotive industry as structural components of chassis and
body parts. However, they show moderate ductility, which makes them especially susceptible to
the presence of cracks that may lead to undesirable component performance. Therefore, in order
to design automotive components with AHHS, it is necessary to know their fracture toughness.
Traditional approaches to measure fracture toughness of metals are not valid for thin sheets as
they require plane strain conditions [10]. In plane strain conditions, toughness takes a constant
value which is lower than its value for other stress states. As loaded thin sheets show triaxial
strains this has given rise to a lack of knowledge regarding the toughness of metal sheets.
The Essential Work of Fracture (EWF) methodology was developed to fill this gap. The idea
introduced by Broberg [11] in 1975 was to separate fracture energy (We) from the energy related
to the plastic work (Wp). Later Cotterell and Reddell [12] defined a method to measure energy
per unit area consumed in the formation of two fracture surfaces (we), the essential work of
fracture.
This method was first developed with ductile metals and is now commonly applied to charac-
terize polymeric thin films following the ESIS (European Structural Integrity Society) protocol.
It has not been used so thoroughly for thin steel sheets, because fracture toughness hasn’t been
used as a design property for very ductile metals, as they don’t nucleate cracks during forming.
However it can be applied to AHHS sheets to formulate a fracture criterion based on the amount
of energy released to initiate a crack.
In this thesis EWF tests are simulated with the ABAQUS software until fracture initiation,
in order to determine a failure criterion based on the EWF concept. Additionally, the stress
state at which the fracture process initiates is studied with some stress parameters.
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2 | Essential Work of Fracture
The methodology of the EWF is based on partitioning the total energy associated with fracture
between two zones. The process zone, where the necking (localized plastic deformation in sheet
thickness direction) and cracking occurs, and which is related to the specific fracture energy,
and the plastic zone, where yielding takes place, and which depends upon the geometry of the
specimen. Cotterell and Reddell [12] have labeled the crack tip specific work the essential work
of fracture (we) and the work done in the outer region the non-essential work.
Figure 2.1: Fracture energy partitioning
Essential work of fracture is not strictly a material property since it includes the process of
necking, which is highly dependent on the stress state, and therefore of the sheet gauge.
The principle of the technique is to measure the load-displacement curve and to calculate
the total energy to fracture a series of deeply edge-notched tension specimens (Wf ), ensuring
that the ligament is fully yielded. If these conditions are fulfilled, the plastic energy (Wp) is
proportional to the yielded volume and fracture process energy (We) is proportional to the
fractured surface.
Wf = Wp +We (2.1)
Wf = wpβl
2t+ welt (2.2)
2
2. ESSENTIAL WORK OF FRACTURE
Where wp is the specific plastic energy, we the essential work of fracture, t is the thickness, l
the ligament length and β a shape factor that depends on the geometry of the yielded zone.
The specific total fracture energy (wf ) results from dividing equation 2.2 by the initial fracture
surface (lt). Therefore wf can be expressed as:
Wf
lt
= wf = wpβl + we (kJ/m
2) (2.3)
Then by extrapolation of the straight line relationship between the specific total fracture energy
and ligament length to zero ligament the essential work of fracture can be obtained.
Figure 2.2: Relation between specific total fracture energy and ligament length [1]
However, to use equation 2.3, certain conditions must be fulfilled. The ligament must be fully
yielded before fracture initiates and the state of stress in the ligament of each specimen be one
of plane stress. This has implications for the type of specimen used and the range of ligament
lengths employed.
In principle any specimen geometry can be used to measure essential work of fracture, but
because of the constraints on test validity some geometries are more appropriate than others.
For thin sheets, double edge notched tension (DENT) specimens are recommended for consis-
tency and reproducibility [13].
Figure 2.3: DENT Specimen
The transition between plane stress and plane strain is not well defined and it varies for each
material. However various authors [12, 13] suggest that the minimum ligament length must be
between 3 to 5 times the thickness (3t < lmin < 5t). The maximum ligament length must not be
bigger than 1/3 of the specimen width (W/3) for the ligament to be fully yielded before fracture
[4, 13].
3
2. ESSENTIAL WORK OF FRACTURE
Llobet [14] studied the maximum length for various dual phase steels with 60 mm width using
a finite elements model:
Material lmax(mm)
DP600 20
DP780 20
DP800 20
Table 2.1: Maximum ligament for some DP steels
Figure 2.4: Schematic variation of wf with ligament length [2]
According to previous work [4, 15, 16] the extrapolation of the mixed-mode data to zero
ligament length may give a plain-strain specific essential work of fracture, called wie according
to the classical nomenclature. This wie is considered equivalent to the plane strain Jic
The value of essential work of fracture also depends on the notch radius. In previous works
done by CTM [3], such an effect is shown to be particularly relevant in high strength steels
as DP780 and DP1000. The data presented in figure 2.6 was obtained with 250 µm notch
radius produced by electric discharge machining (EDM) and 0.1 µm notch radius produced by
nucleating a crack by fatigue from a notch obtained by EDM.
Figure 2.5: a- 250 µm notch radius b- 0.1 µm notch radius
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Figure 2.6: a- wf variation for DP780 (AHSS) and for two notch radius b- wf variation for DC03
(mild Steel) and for two notch radiuses [3]
2.1 Energy Partitioning
Generally, all the energy dissipated during the DENT test is taken to find the essential work
of fracture (we) value for an specific material and sheet thickness. However, we is a parameter
that considers both initiation and propagation of fracture and therefore its value indicates how
much essential energy per unit of area is propagated to completely crack an specimen.
In order to find an energetic criterion to identify fracture initiation, rather than until the
complete failure of the material, the essential work of fracture analysis should be done until
fracture initiates. This method is known as energy partitioning and was first suggested by Mai
and Cotterell [4], and further analysed by various authors as Karger-Kocsis [16] and Ferrer-Balas
and Maspoch [5]. However many of this authors have applied the method to polymeric materials
and not much research has been done with steels, in this work it will be applied to high strength
steels.
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Figure 2.7 shows how the partition is made. Wi represents the amount of energy released
until fracture.
Figure 2.7: Load-displacement curve indicating the total work partition [4]
Wi, like the total fracture energy, can be split into two contributions, the plastic initiation
energy (W ip), proportional to the yielded volume, and the fracture initiation energy (W
i
e), pro-
portional to the ligament area. This last energy is related to the necking process that takes
places before fracture initiates [5] and therefore will also depend on sheet gauge.
Wi = W
i
p +W
i
e (2.4)
Wi = w
i
pβl
2t+ wielt (2.5)
Where wip is the specific plastic initiation energy and w
i
e is the essential fracture initiation
energy.
The specific initiation energy (wi) results from dividing equation 2.5 by the ligament area.
Wi
lt
= wi = w
i
pβl + w
i
e (2.6)
By plotting a linear regression of the initiation energy values for some ligament lengths it is
possible to determine the essential fracture initiation energy, as it was done with the essential
work of fracture.
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We
Wei
Figure 2.8: Specific work of fracture and specific initiation energy for a DP1000 steel
Some authors [5] have found that for some polymers essential fracture initiation energy seemed
not to be subject to plain-strain transition (Figure 2.9-a). This could suggest that the energy
dissipation processes occurring in the first stage are independent of the state of stress of the
ligament.
Another question raised by Karger-Kocsis et al. [16], was the similarity between essential frac-
ture initiation energy, wie, and plain-strain specific essential work of fracture, wei, and whether
it was fortuitous or not (Figure 2.9-b).
(a) (b)
Figure 2.9: a- Specific initiation energy regression and plane-strain initiation energy regression for
an iPP film b- Specific initiation energy linear fit and plane-strain energy linear fit for an iPP film
[5]
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3 | Advanced High Strength Steels
Automotive steels can be classified by their properties, three common divisions by their strength
are; the low yield strength steels, the conventional high strength steels (HSS) and the advanced
high strength steels (AHSS). This last group has become increasingly important in the automo-
tive industry in recent years, as their high resistance allows to reduce weight without decreasing
security. Advanced High Strength Steels are currently used for structural automotive applica-
tions. The following figure shows the AHSS steels comparing their formability properties to
conventional steels and austenitic-based steels:
Figure 3.1: Global formability diagram, illustrating the range of properties available from AHSS
grades, compared with other steel types [6].
The main difference between HSS and AHSS steels is their microstructure. While HSS steels
have a single ferritic phase, AHSS steels have multiple phases that can contain ferrite, marten-
site, bainite and/or retained austenite that provide unique mechanical properties.
However their high yield strength can be a disadvantage for their conformation, it implies
higher forming pressures, requiring larger press capacities and this also translates in a bigger
wear of the tools. This and other inconveniences like the large springback, elastic tendency to
revert to its original form, the weldability problems, and the early fractures observed in several
forming operations together with the evolution of the automotive industry that requires more
complex forming operations, constitute current challenges for material sciences.
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The AHSS family includes Dual Phase (DP), Complex-Phase (CP), Ferritic-Bainitic (FB),
Martensitic (MS), Transformation-Induced Plasticity (TRIP), Hot-Formed (HF), and Twinning-
Induced Plasticity (TWIP). In this work only two dual phase steel specimens have studied
(DP1000 and DP780).
3.1 Dual Phase Steels
Dual phase steels consist of a ferritic matrix containing a hard martensitic second phase in the
form of islands. Generally, if the volume of the martensitic phase is increased, the strength of
the material also increases. Figure 3.2 shows a schematic microstructure of a DP steel, which
contains ferrite with martensite islands.
Figure 3.2: Schematic microstructure of a dual phase steel showing the islands of martensite in the
ferrite matrix [6].
The ferrite phase in the steel is generally continuous and provides good ductility. When the
material is deformed, strain is concentrated in this ferrite phase, which has much lower strength
than the surrounding martensite islands, giving a high work hardening rate. This high work
hardening rate together with a good ductility give DP steels a higher resistance than conven-
tional steels of similar yield strength.
In DP steels, carbon enables the formation of martensite at practical cooling rates by increas-
ing the hardenability of the steel. Manganese, chromium, molybdenum, vanadium, and nickel,
added individually or in combination, also help increase hardenability. Carbon also strengthens
the martensite as a ferrite solute strengthener, as do silicon and phosphorus.
In order to produce DP steels the cooling must be controlled, some of the austenite phase has
to transform to ferrite before a rapid cooling transforms the remaining austenite to martensite.
Due to the production process, small amount of other phases (Bainite and Retained Austenite)
may be present.
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In this project two dual phase steels are studied, DP780 and DP1000. Figure 3.3 contains the
microstructure of both steels. Ferrite phase appears in white and martensite islands in dark grey.
Chemical composition of both steels is presented in Table 3.1 and their mechanical properties
are in Table 3.2.
(a) DP1000 (b) DP780
Figure 3.3: Microstructure of DP1000 and DP180. 1000x, nital 2 % [7]
Material % C % Si % Mn % P % S % Cr % Mo % Ni % Al % Nb % Ti
DP1000 0.165 0.478 1.555 0.012 0.001 0.05 0.005 0.045 0.046 0.024 0.003
DP780 0.13 0.209 1.892 0.023 <0.001 0.179 0.008 0.037 0.0264 0.011 0.021
Table 3.1: Chemical composition of DP780 and DP1000 steels [7]
Material Yield Stress 0.2% Maximum Stress Deformation to fracture
DP1000 782 MPa 1042 MPa 11.7 %
DP780 585 MPa 816 MPa 22.14 %
Table 3.2: Mechanical properties of DP1000 and DP780 [7]
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4.1 Essential Work of Fracture Tests
Essential work of fracture tests consist in testing DENT specimens in a tensile machine until
complete failure of the material. The tests are carried in an Instron universal testing machine,
model 5585H. The machine is controlled with a computer that also takes the load data from
a load cell, and the displacement of two white points at a calibrated distance of the specimen
measured by a video extensometer.
Figure 4.1: DENT Traction test
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The load-displacement data curves obtained from this type of tests will be used to calculate
the essential fracture initaition energy for a DP1000 and a DP780 steel.
For this project it is of high interest to exactly identify the fracture initiation moment. As it
was explained in section 2.1, the specific initiation energy wie will be calculated from the value
of initiation energy. This energy is the area under the force-displacement curve until fracture
initiation. The correct position of this point is then of vital importance as all the energetic and
stress analysis will be done for this moment of the test. In order to determine the exact point
of failure and to visualize the fracture process, two different methods will be used:
 Microscopy: This method consists in stopping the test at the maximum force moment
and then to analyse the notches with a microscope in order to visualize if there is a crack.
 High speed camera: The tests are registered with a high speed camera and then these
videos are syncronised with the tests and the crack initiation is visually identified in the
recordings.
4.1.1 Specimens
The ESIS protocol recommends the use of DENT specimens because of its symmetry and mini-
mal specimen rotation during the test [13]. The specimens used in this project have the geometry
and dimensions depicted in figure 4.3 and a gauge length of 100 mm.
Specimens with 250 µm notch radius are tested as it is the simplest to machine and to repro-
duce with finite elements method.
The specimens are cut by electric discharge machining (EDM) from metal sheets with the
ligament parallel to the lamination direction.
Once the specimens are cut, the side that will face the extensometer is painted black and two
white points at a calibrated distance of 50 mm are painted on the black base. These two white
points are identified and followed by the extensometer during the test.
Figure 4.2: DENT specimen prepared for the extensometer
To ensure the correct alignment of the specimens, the subjection system has eight pins which
have to enter into the 8 holes of the specimen. During the testing there were some alignment
problems with the subjection grips and it had to be redesigned and rebuild.
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The maximum ligament length used is 15 mm and the minimum ligament length 5 mm. A
minimum of 20 valid data points are required and this means that a minimum of 25 specimens
per material are tested.
Figure 4.3: DENT specimen dimensions
4.1.2 Outlying Data Criteria
For the calculation of essential work of fracture and essential fracture initiation energy from
experimental data, some criteria is used to reject singularities.
To ensure that fracture is occurring under plane stress and to remove data where fracture has
occurred prior to the full yielding of the ligament, a force criterion is used. The tests which fulfil
the following conditions are rejected: Fmax < 0.9 FmFmax > 1.1 Fm (4.1)
Where Fmax is the maximum force in each test, and Fm is the mean of Fmax for all tests.
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However this criterion alone is not enough to discriminate invalid tests. For example in Figure
4.4, even though the force range is inside the limits of the outlying data criterion , the displace-
ment at maximum force has a big variation and therefore energy calculation is highly affected.
In order to avoid this problem a second outlying data criterion has to be introduced.
(a) Force displacement curves
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Figure 4.4: Experimental curves and applied stress criterion for a DP780 specimen of 11mm
ligament length
The second condition is that the values of wf and wi for each test should not lie outside of
the 95% confidence limits of a least squares regression line. Figure 4.5 depicts the regression
line and confidence limits for the calculation of essential fracture initiation energy from DENT
tests experimental data of DP780.
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Figure 4.5: Essential fracture initiation energy curve and limits for DP780
In this case for a ligament of 11 mm the lower and upper energy values lay outside the 95 %
confidence limits and therefore have to be discarded.
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4.1.3 Microscopy
Some of the tests are stopped at the maximum force point and the notch region is observed
with a microscope. Two types of microscopes are used, a stereoscopic microscope Olympus,
model SZX10, that gives a maximum magnification of 126X, and an inverted metallographic
microscope Nikon, model Epiphot 200, that can magnify until 1000X.
To stop the test at the maximum force point there must be a low traction speed, since from
the crack initiation to the complete failure very little time passes. For these tests speed was
regulated at 0.2 mm/min.
For the microscope analysis specimens have to be polished in the zone of interest, the ligament
region. To polish specimens, the polishing machine in figure 4.6 was used.
Figure 4.6: Polishing machine
Its operation is as follows. There are various polishing pastes with different grain sizes, first
a big grain size paste is applied to the belt. After this has been done the motor is started and
the belt turns at a constant speed. Then, the specimen is approached to the belt until the sur-
face that must be polished makes contact with the belt. After the surface has been sufficiently
polished with the big grain size paste, the procedure is repeated with a smaller grain size paste
until the surface is smooth and shiny.
Figure 4.7 shows the surface of a DENT specimen before polishing (top) and after polishing
the center of the ligament (bottom).
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Figure 4.7: Unpolished specimen (top) and polished specimen (bottom)
4.1.4 High Speed Camera
In addition to the microscopy method, a high speed camera has been used to identify crack
initiation visually.
In order to register the initiation and propagation of the crack it is necessary to have a good
illumination which is provided by two different light sources. The camera registers a video of
the test with 400 frames per second, which means there is an interval of 2.5 ms between each
frame. These videos are then analysed to identify the exact moment when the crack initiates
and relate it with the force displacement curves.
Figure 4.8: High Speed Camera registering Instron EWF Test
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To establish the point of crack initiation the videos are related with the experimental force
displacement variables. The procedure is the following:
1 - Complete failure of the specimen is identified in the force displacement curves.
2 - Force-displacement curves are related with test time and failure moment is known.
3 - Complete failure frame is identified in the high speed video.
4 - Fracture initiation frame is identified in the high speed video.
5 - Time span between initiation and failure frames is calculated.
Time = (Initiation Frame− Failure Frame) · 2.5 · 10−3 (4.2)
6 - Fracture initiation test time is calculated and related with force-displacement curve.
As Fracture initiation frame is difficult to identify exactly, a range in which fracture seems
to initiate is found for each test. Table 4.1 contains the different frames identified for each test
and the time span that results from them.
Initiation Frame 1 Initiation Frame 2 Failure Frame Time Span
Test 1 3500 3000 613 7.2 - 6 s
Test 2 3150 2650 649 6.2 - 5 s
Test 3 4000 3500 1528 6.2 - 5 s
Table 4.1: Video frames and time span for DP1000 l=13 mm DENT tests
Figure 4.9 shows three different frames in the video of a tested DP1000 specimen with 13 mm
ligament length.
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Figure 4.9: a- Initiation of fracture frame b- Propagation of fracture frame c- Failure frame
4.2 Notched Hole Traction Test
A notched hole test (NHT) is carried out in order to validate an energetic fracture criterion.
The test consists in testing a NHT specimen, which was specially designed for this project, in a
traction machine until the failure of the ligament zone. Like the essential work of fracture tests
these specimens are tested in an Instron universal testing machine.
The subjection system used with these specimens is the same as for the essential work of
fracture tests.
The specimens are cut by EDM with the ligament parallel to the lamination direction and
likewise prepared with the black base and white points for the extensometer.
The testing speed is 1mm/min and the high speed camera is used as well to identify the
initiation of fracture.
The specimen geometry is depicted in Fig. 4.10.
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Figure 4.10: NHT specimen dimensions
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5 | Models for Simulation
5.1 DENT Test in ABAQUS
5.1.1 Model
The model is based on the specimens used in experimental EWF tests, and was modelled using
ABAQUS. Only 1/8 of the specimen is reproduced due to the symmetry with respect to 3 axes.
The geometry of the model is shown in Figure 5.1. It was created as a 3D deformable solid
trough extrusion, with 1 mm thickness for the reproduction of 2 mm sheets and 0.75 mm for
the 1.5 mm sheets.
Figure 5.1: Geometry of the model
The model is meshed in the part module using an edge seed mesh control to get the right
size of each element, and with the C3D8R element type provided in ABAQUS. This element is
a eight-node three-dimensional brick using reduced integration and hourglass control.
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5.1.1.1 Mesh Study
Meshes with different levels of refinement were tested and the results were studied in order to
find a mesh which gave accurate results minimizing calculation time.
Figure 5.2: Different meshes studied
Mesh types 1, 2 and 3 have a higher mesh density in the ligament zone, and meshes 3, 4 and
5 have a lower mesh density in the yielding zone.
After the calculations with different mesh refinements it was concluded that a mesh with around
6500 nodes (mesh type 3) gives the best accuracy-time relation. Fig. 5.3 shows that there is
little variation in accuracy for mesh types 2 and 3, but the time of calculation is much lesser
for type 3. It is therefore critical to have a refined mesh in the ligament region in order to get
accurate results, and the refinement of the yielding zone is less important.
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Figure 5.3: a- Relation between number of nodes and accuracy of the simulation results b- Relation
between number of nodes and time of calculation
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5.1.1.2 Material Properties
The material is defined by its elastic properties (Table 5.2), plastic properties (Table ??) and
density (Table 5.1). The true stress/true strain (PEEQ) measured on the tensile test is used
as the material input to reproduce the plastic behaviour. The whole model is defined as being
homogeneous.
Figure 5.4: a- Simulation displacement output data for the DP1000 traction test b- Force-
Displacement curves for the DP1000 simulation and experimental traction test
To ensure the correct implementation of the material properties, a traction test was repro-
duced and the Force-Displacement curve outputted from the simulation was compared to the
experimental Force-Displacement curve. (Fig.5.4). The simulation was only reproduced until
maximum force, as this is the limit of the implemented material data as well.
DP780 DP1000
ρ (Mg/mm3) 7.85× 10−9 7.85× 10−9
Table 5.1: Density for the two materials
DP780 DP1000
E (MPa) 199000 199000
v 0.33 0.33
Table 5.2: Elastic properties for the two materials
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Figure 5.5: Plastic properties for DP1000 and DP780
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5.1.1.3 Boundary conditions
The boundary conditions are chosen to match the test and simplify the model. Given the
symmetry of the geometry the following symmetry boundary conditions are applied: The right
face has all nodes restrained against translation in the x direction (Fig. 5.6-a). The bottom face
or ligament surface has all nodes restrained against translation in the y direction (Fig. 5.6-b).
The back face has all nodes restrained against translation in the z direction (Fig. 5.6-c).
Figure 5.6: Symmetry boundary conditions
The elongation of the model is controlled by applying a constant velocity of 1 mm/min, in
the y direction, to the top face (Fig. 5.7).
Figure 5.7: Displacement boundary condition
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5.1.2 Analysis
The tests are run until they pass the point of maximum load, calculated from experimental data.
It is considered that this is the moment when fracture initiates. The aim is to study various
output variables at this point.
The implicit dynamic analysis method is chosen when analysing the models because it has
more stability than the explicit dynamic analysis and the deformations applied are at a relatively
low speed. [17]
The main output variables asked for in the analysis include energy magnitudes in the whole
model, like the internal energy, reaction forces in the top surface, displacement at the calibrated
gauge length distance and some user defined energy densities and stress state parameters.
To calculate some parameters that are not predefined in the ABAQUS field output request, a
subroutine was written (see Appendix B ). These parameters include energy density, calculated
as the Von Mises stress field (S) times the plastic equivalent strain (PEEQ), and integration
point energy, see Section 6.2. Other parameters calculated in the subroutine are Stress triaxiality
and Lode parameter, defined in Section 7.
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5.2 NHT Test in ABAQUS
In this chapter the analysis of a traction test of a plate with a notched hole is presented. The
aim of the experiment is to validate the energetic fracture criterion found with the DENT tests
data. The material data to be used is the same as in the DENT test experiment presented in
chapter 5.
5.2.1 Model
The model is based on the specimens used in experimental NHT tests, and was modelled using
ABAQUS. Only 1/4 of the specimen is reproduced due to the symmetry with respect to 2 axes.
The geometry of the model is shown in Figure 5.8. It was created as a 3D deformable solid
trough extrusion, with 1 mm thickness for the reproduction of 2 mm sheets and 0.75 mm for
the 1.5 mm sheets.
Figure 5.8: Geometry of the NHT model
5.2.1.1 Mesh
The model is meshed in the part module using an edge seed mesh control to get the right size
of each element, and with the C3D8R element type provided in ABAQUS. This element is a
eight-node three-dimensional brick using reduced integration and hourglass control.
The mesh has around 364000 nodes and as in section 5.1.1 it was found that the mesh re-
finement in the ligament zone is deeply related with the accuracy of the results, it has a high
refinement in the ligament region.
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Figure 5.9: Mesh for the NHT model
5.2.1.2 Boundary conditions
The boundary conditions are chosen to match the test and simplify the model. Given the
symmetry of the geometry the following symmetry boundary conditions are applied: The bottom
face and ligament surface have all nodes restrained against translation in the y direction (Fig.
5.10-a). The back face has all nodes restrained against translation in the z direction (Fig.
5.10-b).
Figure 5.10: Symmetry boundary conditions
The elongation of the model is controlled by applying a constant velocity of 1 mm/min, in
the y direction, to the top face.
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Figure 5.11: Displacement boundary condition
5.2.2 Analysis
The tests are run until they pass the point of maximum load, calculated from experimental data,
as this is the moment when fracture initiates. The aim is to study various output variables at
this point and to compare them to the variables from the DENT tests.
The implicit dynamic analysis method is chosen for the same reasons as in the DENT test,
as well as for consistency in the comparison between both analysis
The main output variables asked for in the analysis are the same as for the DENT test anal-
ysis, they include energy magnitudes in the whole model, reaction forces in the top surface,
displacement at the calibrated gauge length distance and some user defined energy densities and
stress state parameters calculated with the subroutine in Appendix B.
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6 | Energetic Failure Criterion
6.1 Fracture Process Zone
The fracture process zone is the region where both necking, localised plastic deformation, and
cracking, creation of new surfaces, occur. According to the essential work of fracture theory,
complete failure occurs in a sheet when the energy accumulated in the fracture process zone
reaches a critical value, we.
However, the cracking contribution before fracture initiation dissipates very little energy com-
pared to the necking contribution. Therefore, the essential fracture initiation energy, wie, is
mainly related with the plastic deformation in the fracture process zone.
In this project the following method to identify a fracture criterion using necking energy prior
to fracture is introduced:
As necking is localised plastic deformation in the thickness direction, in order to identify the
necking region in the model a minimum principal strain criterion will be used. The minimum
principal strain is the principal component of strain which better represents deformations in the
thickness direction. The distribution of minimum principal strain for a DP1000 DENT specimen
of 13mm ligament is depicted in Fig. 6.1. As minimum principal strain is negative for this type
of test the highest values of the variable appear in blue and the lowest in red.
Plastic energy in the fracture process zone or necking energy is related with the essential
fracture initiation energy by a surface constant.
wie = W
i
e(KJ)/k(m
2) (6.1)
As essential fracture initiation energy is constant for different ligament lengths, the necking
energy at the moment before fracture initiation must also be constant:
wie = ct.→W ie = ct. (6.2)
Therefore, in order to identify the necking region the criterion used has to provide constant
fracture initiation energy for different ligament lengths. Various limits of minimum principal
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Figure 6.1: Minimum principal strain distribution for DP1000 l=13mm
strain are taken to separate a region in which to calculate plastic energy at the initiation moment.
As the necking zone contains always the maximum value of minimum principal strain the limits
tested go from the maximum value to a certain percentage of this maximum value. For DP1000
and DP780 the limits tested are in the following range:
Lower Limit Upper Limit
Percentage of the Maximum Value 10% - 30% 100%
Table 6.1: Tested limits of minimum principal strain
The criterion which accomplishes the most constant necking energy is the one that best de-
scribes the fracture process zone at the critical point. Figure 6.2 shows the energy variation for
DP1000 at different strain criterions. After an iterative calculation the criterion with a lower
limit of 20.9 % results as the most constant necking energy for ligament length (Figure 6.2 -b).
By a linear regression the value that necking energy takes for this criterion is 188.2 mJ.
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a-
b-
c-
Figure 6.2: Necking energy variation with different strain limits for DP1000
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Figure 6.3 displays the fracture process zone at the moment of crack initiation for a DP1000
DENT specimen of 9 mm ligament length.
Figure 6.3: Fracture Process Zone for DP1000 l=9mm
6.2 Geometric Constant
Plastic energy density is defined as the equivalent stress times the equivalent strain.
w′p = PEEQ · S (mJ/mm3) (6.3)
In order to find fracture initiation energy this energy density is multiplied at each integration
point by the element volume. And finally the plastic energy values for each element in the
fracture process zone are added.
Wpi′ = w′p · IV OL · 1000000 (KJ) (6.4)
Wei =
n∑
j=1
Wpi′j (KJ) (6.5)
Where:
n = number of elements in the fracture process zone (FPZ) (6.6)
This fracture initiation energy has a constant value for different ligaments, and is related to
essential fracture initiation energy by a geometric constant. Isolating the constant from Equation
6.1 its value is determined by the following equation:
k = Wei/wei (m2) (6.7)
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Many researches [8, 9, 18–21] have shown that fracture is highly dependent on the state of stress.
Some parameters used as stress state indicators are stress triaxiality and the lode parameter.
7.1 Triaxiality
Stress triaxiality is defined as:
σ∗ = σh
σe
=
1
3(σ1 + σ2 + σ3)
σe
(7.1)
It is used as a parameter to determine the state of stress in a body based on the hydrostatic
stress and the Von Mises equivalent stress.
In a fracture zone of a specimen, the equivalent stress is about the same value all over. But
when a specimen is necking, the volume inside the necking zone is strained in tension in the
direction of the maximum principal stress, σ1, and compressed in the thickness dimension. This
creates a high hydrostatic stress, that leads to a high state of stress triaxiality.
Stress Triaxiality can be related with the equivalent plastic strain at which a material starts
to fail. Some studies observed that for different ranges of stress triaxiality different fracture
mechanisms appear [8, 9]. Negative triaxiality appears at compressive tests, as the hydrostatic
stress has a negative value, and is therefore indicative of shear fracture mode, high triaxialities
are indicative of fracture due to void formation, and there is a transition zone with a mixed
fracture mode for intermediate and low triaxialities.
Figure 7.1 shows a fracture curve of an aluminium alloy in the stress triaxiality and equivalent
strain space.
The transition triaxiality value for a material, between fracture due to void formation and
mixed mode, can be obtained by analysing stress triaxiality of a simple tensile test.
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Figure 7.1: Equivalent strain to fracture variation with stress triaxiality [8].
7.2 The Lode Parameter
For decades stress triaxiality has been the only stress state parameter associated with fracture
in ductile materials. Recently another parameter has been postulated that can be used to char-
acterize the stress state of a specimen, the lode parameter [9, 19]. The lode parameter gives
information of the state of stress for a given Von Mises equivalent stress, by implying that the
main stress is caused by axial or shear stress components. It is defined as the following equation:
η =
2(σ2 − σ3)
σ1 − σ3 − 1 (7.2)
The lode parameter is always in the range of -1 to 1, depending in the stress state in the
specimen.
In a pure tension stress state:
σ1 6= 0, σ2 = 0, σ3 = 0
η = 0σ1 − 1 = 0− 1 = −1
In a pure shear stress state:
σ2 = 1/2(σ1 + σ3)
η = σ1−σ3σ1−σ3 − 1 = 1− 1 = 0
In a pure compression stress state:
σ1 = 0, σ2 = 0, σ3 6= 0
η = 2·(−σ3)−σ3 − 1 = 2− 1 = 1
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In Figure 7.2 the lode parameter is illustrated by use of the Mohr circle , where also the
three special cases, generalized tension (η = −1), generalized shear (η = 0) and generalized
compression (η = 1) are shown.
Figure 7.2: Lode Parameter and the three special cases: generalized tension, shear and compression
[9].
Bai and Wierzbicki [19] present a new plasticity model taking into account the influence of
both triaxiality and the lode parameter. Figure 7.3 shows the value of both parameters for 10
types of classical specimens and tests.
Figure 7.3: Conceptual representation of stress states on the plane of triaxiality and lode.
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8.1 Experimental Results
8.1.1 Double Edge Notch Tests
For the calculation of essential work of fracture initiation experimental force displacement curves
for the whole ligament range were taken from previous works at CTM. However DP1000 double
edge notched specimens of 13 mm ligament where tested using an Instron testing machine and
they where registered with a high speed camera to identify fracture initiation.
The following figure shows the force-displacement curves for three identical specimens with
13 mm ligament length, obtained from the load cell and the extensometer.
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Figure 8.1: Force displacement curves for three identical specimens tested
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This curves are also compared with the previous results obtained at CTM for the same mate-
rial and specimen geometry to ensure that the experience has been exactly reproduced (Fig 8.2).
Old Results
Figure 8.2: Force displacement curves for old results and new of two DENT tests
As the dispersion between tests is very low, it is assumed that the experiences were successful
and this will also provide less dispersion between the values of energy calculated from the force
displacement curves.
8.1.1.1 Fracture Initiation
Fracture initiation analysis was performed through two methods:
The first method was to register the test with a high speed camera and to determine the mo-
ment of fracture by identifying the fracture frame in the video. This method gave good results
as it confirmed the theory that fracture initiates at maximum force (see Fig. 8.3), but it did not
prove itself accurate enough to identify fracture initiation with exactitude.
It was only possible to find a range in which fracture seemed to initiate. This problem was a
result of the poor image quality of the videos, as the objective was not designed for recording
at such a close focus.
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Figure 8.3: Fracture initiation range and maximum force for three tests.
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Table 8.1 shows the fracture initiation energy percentage of error between the maximum force
point and the limits of the fracture initiation range found with the high speed camera.
Maximum Force Point Lower Limit Upper Limit
Test 1 303.2 KJ/m2 294.4 KJ/m2 319.1 KJ/m2
Difference −2.5 % 5.2 %
Test 2 320.8 KJ/m2 306 KJ/m2 329.5 KJ/m2
Difference −4.6 % 2.7 %
Test 3 305.8 KJ/m2 302.7 KJ/m2 331.7 KJ/m2
Difference −1 % 8.4 %
Table 8.1: Fracture initiation energy values for maximum force point and high speed camera range
Table 8.2 contains the percentage error between the fracture initiation energy with the maxi-
mum force point of three tests:
Mean Test 1 Test 2 Test 3
Wi 309.9 KJ/m2 303.2 KJ/m2 320.8 KJ/m2 305.8 KJ/m2
Error −2.17 % 3.5 % −1.3%
Table 8.2: Fracture initiation energy values for maximum force point and high speed camera range
Between the three tests there is a standard deviation of:
S =
√
n∑
i=1
(xi−x¯)2
n =
=
√
(303.2−309.93)2+(320.79−309.93)2+(305.8−309.93)2
3 = 7.75
(8.1)
Fracture initiation energy value varies significantly from the lower to the upper limit of the
high speed camera range. And even if the energy calculation is made with the maximum force
point as reference, the deviation is also considerable. Therefore, the fracture initiation energy
calculation from experimental data is not very accurate.
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The second fracture initiation analysis method was to stop the tests at the maximum force
point in order to determine whether it was valid to choose this moment as fracture initiation
point.
This method had some difficult issues; it was very difficult to stop the test at the right moment
for two reasons, the stop was based on previous curves, and there are always variations between
two experimental curves, and after the specimen has reached its maximum resistance, it decays
very fast until complete fracture.
To avoid these problems the traction speed was reduced to five times less than the regular
speed for other double edge notched tests, and finally one of the tests was successfully stopped
at the maximum force point, as figure 8.4 shows.
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Figure 8.4: Comparison between a complete failure test and a test stopped at maximum force point
For this test, the notches where observed with various microscopes, and it was possible to
visualize de beginning of a crack (Fig 8.5).
After applying both analysing methods and observing the results, it is possible to confirm
that fracture initiation for this material does in fact begin at the maximum force point of the
force-displacement curve.
Comparing the fracture process zone observed in Figure 8.5 with the one observed in the
simulation (Figure 8.6) and given the similarities in the shape of the necking regions, it is
possible to see that the simulation is in agreement with the experience.
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Figure 8.5: Crack initiation at the notch of DP1000 l=13 mm specimen
Figure 8.6: Fracture Process Zone for DP1000 l=13mm
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8.1.1.2 Essential Fracture Initiation Energy
By energy partitioning from the experimental data of various ligaments double edge notched
tests, essential fracture initiation energy was determined.
The following results were obtained by extrapolation of the straight line relation between
specific initiation energy and ligament length (See Fig. 8.7 and 8.8).
Material Essential Fracture Initiation Energy
DP1000 wie = 250.6 KJ/m
2
DP780 wie = 243 KJ/m
2
Table 8.3: Essential fracture initiation values for DP1000 and DP780 steels
Applying the outlying data criteria explained in Section 4.1.2, the essential fracture initiation
energy fit is made for each material and the 95 % confidence limits are found for the linear
regression of the experimental data. All the invalid points out of the confidence limits are
removed and the linear regression is calculated with the new data to find the appropriate values
of essential fracture initiation energy, the origin of this second linear regression curve.
The correlation coefficients for the two materials initial data are the following:
Material Correlation Coefficient
DP1000 R = 0.9
DP780 R = 0.59
Table 8.4: Correlation coefficients for linear regression of essential fracture initiation energy for
DP1000 and DP780 steels
(a) First regression with 95 % confidence limits
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(b) Second regression line
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Figure 8.7: Essential fracture initiation energy calculation for DP1000
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(a) First regression line with 95 % confidence limits
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Figure 8.8: Essential fracture initiation energy calculation for DP780
As Table 8.4 shows, the correlation coefficient for DP780 is worse than the one for DP1000.
This is due to the bigger variation in the force-displacement curves for DP780.
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Figure 8.9: Force displacement curves for 11 mm ligament of DP1000 and DP780
Figure 8.9 shows the force displacement curves for a same ligament of the two materials, it is
possible to observe that the variation between the tests curves of DP780 is much higher than
for DP1000. This could be due to the more heterogenic microstructure of DP780.
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8.1.1.3 Plane Stress/Strain transition
By energy partitioning from the experimental data of large and small ligaments of double edge
notched tests, the essential fracture initiation energy was compared to its plane-strain value.
Figure 8.10: Linear fit of small and large ligaments initiation energy values
As figure 8.10 shows, the relation between energy and ligament length changes from small
to large ligaments. Hence fracture initiation is dependent on the stress state in the ligament,
because the necking process represents big energy contribution in the fracture initiation process.
Therefore, the energetic analysis explained in Section 6 will only be done with ligament sizes
that show a plane stress state (5 mm to 15 mm).
8.1.2 Notched Hole Tests
For the validation of the notched hole simulation and the energetic criterion developed, NHT
specimens of DP1000 described in section 4.2 were tested with the Instron universal testing ma-
chine. Figure 8.11 shows the force-displacement curves for three identical specimens, obtained
from the load cell and the extensometer.
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Figure 8.11: Force displacement curves for three NHT identical specimens
As it was the first time that this type of specimens were tested, and they have a much larger
section than DENT ones, the maximum force was very high and this gave rise to some prob-
lems with the subjection grips, which were not designed for such heavy loading. Therefore, even
though the curves have little dispersion it is not possible to assure that these results are accurate.
8.2 Simulation Results
8.2.1 Double Edge Notch Tests
For the validation of the simulation force displacement data was compared with the experimental
curves and gave the following results for various ligaments of DP1000 and DP780. The simulation
curves have been trimmed at the average displacement value for the maximum force points of
same ligament tests.
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Figure 8.12: Comparison between experimental and simulation force displacement curves for
DP1000 and ligaments of 3 mm, 4 mm, 5 mm, 6 mm, 7 mm and 9 mm
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Figure 8.13: Comparison between experimental and simulation force displacement curves for
DP1000 and ligaments of 11 mm, 13 mm and 15 mm
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Figure 8.14: Comparison between experimental and simulation force displacement curves for DP780
and ligaments of 5 mm, 7 mm, 9 mm, 11 mm, 13 mm and 15 mm
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As seen in Figures 8.12, 8.13 and 8.14, the force displacement simulation results adjust well
to the experimental force displacement curves, for both materials. Therefore the simulations are
valid for the energetic and stress state analysis.
8.2.1.1 Energy Analysis
The plastic energy has been separated into two contributions, yielding energy and necking energy,
this last being related with the fracture initiation process, as it dissipates in the fracture process
zone.
In order to separate this two energies the method explained in Section 6 has been applied,
the lower limits of the minimum principal strain that provide the most constant necking energy
values have been found for DP1000 and DP780. As this type of specimen has two notches and
hence, two necking regions, the necking energy is divided by two. The following table contains
the limits found for each material and the average necking energy value:
Lower Limit Necking Energy
DP1000 20.9 % 188.2 mJ
DP780 27.1 % 134.04 mJ
Table 8.5: Lower limits for the minimum principal strain criterion and necking energy for this limits
for DP1000 and DP780
Figures 8.15 and 8.16 depict the variation in necking energy for each ligament with the found
lower limit of the minimum principal strain, and the regression line that has the lowest slope of
all the lower limits tested for the two materials.
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Figure 8.15: Necking energy variation with the found lower minimum principal strain limits for
DP1000
The oscillations of the energy values for each ligament are attributed to the variations in the
experimental curves used to stop the simulation at the initiation of fracture.
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Figure 8.16: Necking energy variation with the found lower minimum principal strain limits for
DP780
The following figure shows the fracture process zone identified with the lower limits of mini-
mum principal strain in table 8.5, for DP1000 and DP780 of 9 mm ligament:
Figure 8.17: Fracture process zone with minimum principal strain field for both materials
Figure 8.18 shows the amount of plastic energy, yielding and necking energy for each ligament
size and material. Even though plastic energy increases with the ligament size, necking energy
remains constant as it only depends on the material, the thickness and the state of stress. The
variation in plastic energy is produced by the yielding contribution, large ligament specimens can
be more strained until their maximum resistance and therefore when the fracture process initi-
ates the yielding energy that has been released is much bigger than for small ligament specimens.
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Figure 8.18: Necking and total plastic energy values for each ligament size and the two materials
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In order to relate the necking energy values found for the two materials (Table 8.5) with
essential fracture initiation energy (Table 8.3) the following geometric constants were calculated
using Equation 6.7:
Essential Fracture Initiation Energy Necking Energy Constant
DP1000 250.6 KJ/m2 188.2 mJ 0.751 mm2
DP780 243 KJ/m2 134.04 mJ 0.551 mm2
Table 8.6: Essential fracture initiation energy, necking energy values and geometric constant cal-
culated for DP1000 and DP780
8.2.1.2 Stress State Analysis: Triaxiality and Lode Parameter
For the stress state analysis of the simulated tests, two parameters have been calculated with a
subroutine, the stress triaxiality and the lode parameter.
Stress triaxiality is defined by equation 7.1 and it can be used to predict the type of fracture
that will prevail in the region of the specimen where fracture initiates.
First of all, to be able to analyse the stress triaxiality in double edge notched specimens
the transition triaxiality has to be found for each material. This is done by analysing stress
triaxiality of a simple tensile test. Table 8.7 contains the transition triaxiality values for each
material. To compute triaxiality with an Abaqus subroutine it was necessary to inverse its value,
the triaxiality value for the following figures will therefore be the inverse of the stress triaxiality.
Transition Triaxiality Inverse Transition Triaxiality
DP1000 σ∗ref = 0.33 1/σ∗ref = 3
DP780 σ∗ref = 0.33 1/σ∗ref = 3
Table 8.7: Transition triaxiality values for the two materials and their inverse
This reference value separates fracture due to void formation from mixed mode shear-void
formation fracture. If the triaxiality is bigger than the transition value, or the inverse triaxiality
value in the fracture region of a specimen is lower than the inverse transition value, fracture will
be due to void formation. If the stress triaxiality is lower than the transition value or its inverse
is bigger, fracture will be due to a mix mode between shear and void formation and if it is less
than zero it will be due to shear. Table 8.8 summarizes these relations.
Type of Fracture Triaxiality Inverse Triaxiality
Void Formation σ∗ref > 0.33 0 < 1/σ∗ref < 3
Mixed Mode 0 < σ∗ref < 0.33 1/σ∗ref > 3
Shear Fracture σ∗ref < 0 1/σ∗ref < 0
Table 8.8: Triaxiality and inverse triaxiality values for different fracture modes
The following figures contain the triaxiality fields for different ligament sizes of both materials,
the left figures are the fields in the outer surface and the right figures are the fields in the x-y
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symmetry plane, in the centre of the specimen thickness. The coloured region has inverse triax-
iality values from 0 to the transition value, therefore if fracture initiates there it will be due to
void formation. The regions in black have negative inverse triaxiality values, which means they
are in shear mode, and the light grey regions have inverse triaxialities bigger than the transition
value, which means they are in a mix mode between void formation and shear.
DP1000
(a) Outer surface (b) x-y symmetry plane
Figure 8.19: Triaxiality field for a DP1000 specimen of 15 mm ligament
(a) Outer surface (b) x-y symmetry plane
Figure 8.20: Triaxiality field for a DP1000 specimen of 13 mm ligament
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(a) Outer surface (b) x-y symmetry plane
Figure 8.21: Triaxiality field for a DP1000 specimen of 11 mm ligament
(a) Outer surface (b) x-y symmetry plane
Figure 8.22: Triaxiality field for a DP1000 specimen of 9 mm ligament
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(a) Outer surface (b) x-y symmetry plane
Figure 8.23: Triaxiality field for a DP1000 specimen of 7 mm ligament
(a) Outer surface (b) x-y symmetry plane
Figure 8.24: Triaxiality field for a DP1000 specimen of 5 mm ligament
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DP780
(a) Outer surface (b) x-y symmetry plane
Figure 8.25: Triaxiality field for a DP780 specimen of 15 mm ligament
(a) Outer surface (b) x-y symmetry plane
Figure 8.26: Triaxiality field for a DP780 specimen of 13 mm ligament
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(a) Outer surface (b) x-y symmetry plane
Figure 8.27: Triaxiality field for a DP780 specimen of 11 mm ligament
(a) Outer surface (b) x-y symmetry plane
Figure 8.28: Triaxiality field for a DP780 specimen of 9 mm ligament
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(a) Outer surface (b) x-y symmetry plane
Figure 8.29: Triaxiality field for a DP780 specimen of 7 mm ligament
(a) Outer surface (b) x-y symmetry plane
Figure 8.30: Triaxiality field for a DP780 specimen of 5 mm ligament
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For both materials the fracture process zone has inverse triaxiality values between 0 and 3,
therefore the fracture mode will be void formation. In the x-y symmetry planes there is a lower
inverse triaxiality at the notch than in the outer surfaces, this is due to the higher values of
maximum principal stress in the centre of the specimen (Fig. 8.31). It is hence in the centre of
the specimen thickness, where the crack will initiate.
(a) Outer surface (b) x-y symmetry plane
Figure 8.31: Maximum principal stress field for a DP780 specimen of 5 mm ligament
Triaxiality is often used as a parameter to determine fracture initiation. For both materials
the triaxiality values at fracture initiation of an element in the centre of the notch have been
found for different ligaments. Figure 8.32 shows the values of stress triaxiality for different
ligaments and their mean value at fracture initiation for the two materials.
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Figure 8.32: Triaxiality at fracture in the center of the notch for DP1000 and DP780
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Triaxiality is not dependent on the ligament length, as for different ligaments its value remains
more or less constant. The mean triaxialities at fracture for DENT specimens of each material
appear in the following table:
Stress triaxiality
DP1000 σ∗ = 0.585
DP780 σ∗ = 0.531
Table 8.9: Mean stress triaxialities at fracture initiation for DP1000 and DP780
Although stress triaxiality gives information about the type of fracture and it can be related
to the fracture toughness, it cannot be used as fracture criterion alone, as it remains constant
during the loading of the test. Figure 8.33 shows the evolution of stress triaxiality with the
loading of a DP1000 and a DP780 specimen of 15mm ligament length.
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Figure 8.33: Triaxiality evolution until maximum force point in the center of the notch for DP1000
and DP780 15 mm ligament length tests
The second parameter used for the stress state analysis is the lode parameter. This parameter
defined by Equation 7.2 gives information of the generalized state of stress in which the regions
of the specimen are. Its value can go from -1 to 1, the following table summarizes its relation
to the state of stress:
State of stress Lode parameter
Generalized tension η = −1
Generalized shear η = 0
Generalized compression η = 1
Table 8.10: Lode parameter values for different states of stress
The following figures contain the lode parameter fields for different ligament sizes of both
materials. The left figures are the fields in the outer surface and the right figures are the fields
in the x-y symmetry plane. The regions in blue have a lode parameter near -1 and therefore
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are in generalised tension and the regions in red have a lode parameter near 1 and hence are in
generalised compression.
DP1000
(a) Outer surface (b) x-y symmetry plane
Figure 8.34: Lode parameter field for a DP1000 specimen of 15 mm ligament
(a) Outer surface (b) x-y symmetry plane
Figure 8.35: Lode parameter field for a DP1000 specimen of 13 mm ligament
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(a) Outer surface (b) x-y symmetry plane
Figure 8.36: Lode parameter field for a DP1000 specimen of 11 mm ligament
(a) Outer surface (b) x-y symmetry plane
Figure 8.37: Lode parameter field for a DP1000 specimen of 9 mm ligament
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(a) Outer surface (b) x-y symmetry plane
Figure 8.38: Lode parameter field for a DP1000 specimen of 7 mm ligament
(a) Outer surface (b) x-y symmetry plane
Figure 8.39: Lode parameter field for a DP1000 specimen of 5 mm ligament
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DP780
(a) Outer surface (b) x-y symmetry plane
Figure 8.40: Lode parameter field for a DP780 specimen of 15 mm ligament
(a) Outer surface (b) x-y symmetry plane
Figure 8.41: Lode parameter field for a DP780 specimen of 13 mm ligament
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(a) Outer surface (b) x-y symmetry plane
Figure 8.42: Lode parameter field for a DP780 specimen of 11 mm ligament
(a) Outer surface (b) x-y symmetry plane
Figure 8.43: Lode parameter field for a DP780 specimen of 9 mm ligament
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(a) Outer surface (b) x-y symmetry plane
Figure 8.44: Lode parameter field for a DP780 specimen of 7 mm ligament
(a) Outer surface (b) x-y symmetry plane
Figure 8.45: Lode parameter field for a DP780 specimen of 5 mm ligament
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The lode parameter in the fracture process zone for both materials and different ligaments has
near -1 value, hence, the stress state at the notch is always of generalized tension. Further in
the centre of the ligament however, the lode parameter value is around zero, and therefore the
stress state is of generalised shear. Despite this, when fracture initiates, because of the stress
concentration in the direction of the maximum principal component, the region in the front of
the crack will be in generalised tension.
The evolution of the lode parameter field for each ligament length follows a proportionality,
being the region in generalised tension in front of the notch bigger for larger ligaments than for
small ligaments. Also due to the bigger maximum principal tension values in the centre of the
notch, the x-y symmetry plane has a bigger region in generalized tension as the outer surface.
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8.2.2 Notched Hole Tests
For the validation of the simulation force displacement data from NHT tests of DP1000 was
compared with the experimental curves and gave the following results.
Figure 8.46: Comparison between experimental and simulation force displacement curves for a
NHT test of DP1000
As Figure 8.46 shows, the simulation results are not well adjusted to the experimental curve,
this could be due to experimental problems with the subjection grips had while testing the
NHT specimens. Therefore in order to do a consistent analysis this tests should be redone with
adequate subjection. However for timing reasons they could not be repeated in this project.
The fracture initiation point for this test is known, as this type of test has a similar geometry
as the DENT test, it can be considered that fracture will also initiate at the maximum force point.
Provided that this specimen is of the same material and has the same thickness as the DP1000
DENT specimens, the necking energy value at which fracture initiates should be the same for
this NHT specimen, as for the double edge notch ones.
Necking Energy
188.2 mJ
Table 8.11: Necking energy for DP1000 of 2mm thickness
In order to identify the fracture initiation moment with the limit necking energy value, necking
energy is calculated during the whole simulation of the NHT test. Figure 8.47 contains the
evolution of necking energy during the progression of the test. When the necking energy reaches
the limit (See Table 8.11), fracture initiates by the necking energy criterion.
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Necking Energy Limit
Figure 8.47: Comparison between maximum force criterion point and energy criterion point for
DP1000
As Figure 8.47 shows, it is found that at 0.7357 mm displacement, the limit necking energy
is reached, and therefore fracture should initiate at this point.
However after comparing both criteria, a considerable difference between both points is found.
The following table contains the force and displacement values at fracture initiation found for
the two criteria and the percentage of error of necking energy with respect to the maximum
force criterion.
Maximum Force Criteria Necking Energy Criteria % Error
Force 72061 N 72681 N 0.86 %
Displacement 0.6527 mm 0.7357 mm 12.71 %
Table 8.12: Force and displacement values for the two criteria with percentage of error of necking
energy
Whilst the difference in force between both criteria is almost null, because of the very low
slope, the error in displacement is considerable. Being the energy criterion the least restrictive
of both, as it predicts that fracture will initiate at a further point of the test.
8.2.2.1 Stress State Analysis
Stress triaxiality is studied for this type of test, as DP1000 material is used, the same transition
triaxiality value as for the DENT tests analysed previously is used.
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Transition Triaxiality Inverse Transition Triaxiality
DP1000 σ∗ref = 0.33 1/σ∗ref = 3
Table 8.13: Transition triaxiality values for DP1000 and its inverse
Figure 8.48 contains the triaxiality field for the NHT test.
(a) Outer surface
(b) x-y symmetry plane
Figure 8.48: Triaxiality field at the notch region for a DP1000 NHT test
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The triaxiality value at the centre of the notch is found for this test, and is compared with
the average value found for DENT tests in Table 8.14.
Stress Triaxiality NH Stress Triaxiality DENT
σ∗ = 0.675 σ∗ = 0.585
Table 8.14: Stress triaxiality value for a NHT specimen
Surprisingly the two values are very different, this could suggest that stress triaxiality is highly
affected when the general geometry of the specimen changes. Moreover, if stress triaxiality is
different, the necking region cannot be the same, and therefore the fracture process zone found
for DENT specimens cannot be extrapolated to NHT specimens.
As several researchers [8, 22] have found that for higher stress triaxiality values, strain to
fracture decreases, for this type of test, necking energy to fracture should be lower as for a
DENT test, this could be one of the reasons behind the higher value of displacement at fracture
initiation using an energetic criterion in Figure 8.47.
In order to determine an energetic criterion based in the necking energy, it is necessary to
have the same stress triaxiality. Therefore specific specimens with different stress triaxialities
and known fracture initiation points should be tested and simulated, to analyse the relation
between stress triaxiality and fracture initiation.
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The budget of this project is separated in three parts, experimental, simulation related and
personnel costs.
9.1 Experimental Costs
The experimental costs consider all of the equipment and materials used to carry out the tests
and analysis. The machine costs per hour take depreciation into consideration. Depreciation is
calculated by the straight line method over the estimated life of the asset.
EXPERIMENTAL COSTS
Phase Description Quantity Unitary Cost Cost
Material
DP1000 DENT specimens 0.14 kg 1 e/kg 0.14 e
DP1000 NH specimens 0.14 kg 1 e/kg 0.14 e
Cutting
DP1000 DENT specimens 5 units 30 e/unit 150 e
DP1000 NH specimens 5 units 30 e/unit 150 e
Polishing
DP1000 DENT specimens 3 units 20 e/unit 60 e
DP1000 NH specimens 2 units 20 e/unit 40 e
Traction Testing
DP1000 DENT specimens 5 units 100 e/unit 500 e
DP1000 NH specimens 5 units 100 e/unit 500 e
High Speed Camera
DP1000 DENT specimens 16 h 30 e/h 480 e
Microscopy
DP1000 DENT specimens 2 h 50 e/h 100 e
Total 1980.28 e
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9.2 Simulation Costs
For the calculation of simulation costs, the hours for model preparation and simulation have
been considered. The cost per hour of using a computer with simulation software is of 15e/h.
SIMULATION COSTS
Phase Description Quantity Unitary Cost Cost
Model Preparation
DENT tests 64 h 15 e/h 960 e
NH tests 32 h 15 e/h 480 e
Simulation
DENT tests 12 h 15 e/h 180 e
NH tests 28 h 15 e/h 420 e
Total 2040 e
9.3 Personnel Costs
To calculate personnel costs, the price per hour that a junior engineer costs to the company is
34e/h, including indirect costs.
PERSONNEL COSTS
Phase Description Quantity Unitary Cost Cost
Preparation
Bibliographic Research 80 h 34 e/h 2720 e
Experimental
Experimental Tests Preparation 24 h 34 e/h 816 e
Experimental Data Post-processing 120 h 34 e/h 4080 e
Simulation
Simulation Models Preparation 112 h 34 e/h 3808 e
Simulation Data Post-processing 200 h 34 e/h 6800 e
Thesis
Redaction 240 h 34 e/h 8160 e
Total 26384 e
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9.4 TOTAL
TOTAL COST
Type Cost
Experimental 1980.28 e
Simulation 2040 e
Personnel 26384 e
TOTAL 30404.28 e
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In this section the environmental impact associated with the project will be calculated. Car-
bon dioxide grams are used as environmental impact indicator. This indicator is related with
the ecological footprint. The ecological footprint of an activity describes the impact that this
activity has to climate as a result of the CO2 emissions. It is important to remember that CO2
emissions are deeply related with greenhouse effect and global warming.
In order to evaluate environmental impact, the energy consumption is used as basic unit.
Energy consumption of the different activities developed during this project will be studied.
The activities are separated in two groups, simulation related and experimental, and the energy
consumption of the different machines used for both activities is calculated. In order to relate
energy consumption with grams of CO2 emitted, the following factor is used:
f = 248 gr CO2/Kwh (10.1)
This value has been obtained from electrical energy production data in Catalunya published
March 2014 [23].
Table 10.1 shows the electric consumption of all the machines used in this project in Kwh and
their conversion to gr of CO2.
Activity Machine Utilization Power Emissions
Experimental
EDM Cutting Machine 4 h 1.2 KW 1190.4 gr CO2
Polishing Machine 1 h 0.2 KW 49.6 gr CO2
INSTRON Testing Machine 32 h 7.5 KW 59520 gr CO2
Phantom High Speed Camera 16 h 1.1 KW 4364.8 gr CO2
Microscope 2 h 1.5 KW 744 gr CO2
Simulation
Computer 750 h 0.1 KW 18600 gr CO2
Total 84468.8 gr CO2
Table 10.1: CO2 emissions calculated for the machines used during the project
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The total of CO2 emissions produced during this project is of 84.46 kg CO2.
To compare both activities, the total CO2 emissions from each activity are divided by the
total hours to find the CO2 gr/h ratio.
Activity Time Emissions Emissions per hour
Experimental 55h 65868.8 gr CO2 1197.6 gr CO2/h
Simulation 750h 18600 gr CO2 24.8 gr CO2/h
Table 10.2: CO2 emissions per hour for each activity
As Table 10.2 shows, simulation related activities have a much lower environmental impact
as experimental activities. Hence, simulation provides a more environmental friendly way to
understand the behaviour of materials.
Another point to consider is the environmental impact that research in the topic of this project
can have. This project is related to high strength steels, this type of steels allow the use of lighter
car components by reducing the sheet gauge. Therefore further research in this topic can con-
tribute to lower fuel consumption of modern cars.
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Future Work
In this work a method to identify fracture initiation by means of the essential work of fracture
concept has been introduced. This method is based in solving an inverse problem, by taking
data from essential work of fracture tests and extrapolating it to other cases. The validation case
for this project has been a specimen with a notched hole where this method has been applied,
and fracture initiation found has been compared to experimentally obtained fracture initiation
value for this test.
In order to properly understand the behaviour of the materials studied at fracture initiation,
several studies have been made. Fracture initiation load and position has been determined by
experimental means. Stress state of the different specimens has also been studied to correlate
to the fracture initiation.
From the analysis of FE simulations and experimental tests of DENT and notched hole spec-
imens, the following conclusions can be drawn:
 Fracture initiation for DP780 and DP1000 takes place at the maximum force point in the
force-displacement curve.
 Essential fracture initiation energy is highly dependent on the stress state of the material,
and therefore should not be calculated with specimens without a plane stress state.
 The fracture process zone can be defined by using a minimum principal strain limit which
gives a constant value for necking energy in DENT specimens with different ligament
length, in plane stress state.
 Necking energy can be calculated as all the plastic energy that the fracture process zone
dissipates before fracture initiation.
 Necking energy at fracture has been empirically related to the essential fracture initiation
energy through a geometric constant.
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 Fracture characteristics of DENT specimens can be explained by means of the stress tri-
axiality parameter.
 Stress triaxiality remains constant for DENT specimens with different ligaments and dur-
ing the loading of the tests. Therefore, it cannot be used as fracture criterion alone.
 Stress triaxiality depends on the notch geometry and on the sample general geometry.
 The generalized state of stress during the loading of DENT can be studied through the
lode parameter.
 The necking energy fracture initiation criterion is dependent on stress triaxiality and there-
fore cannot be directly extrapolated from DENT tests to the notched hole test because
stress triaxiality changes.
Future work should be carried out to find the proper relation between stress triaxiality and the
minimum principal strain criterion used to determine the fracture process zone. This could be
done by testing different specimens, changing triaxialities and knowing fracture initiation points,
and relating it with the fracture process zone determined by inverting the method introduced
in this thesis.
Furthermore the geometric constant that relates essential fracture initiation energy and neck-
ing energy could be associated to material properties.
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Appendix
A | Data analysis code
A.1 Experimental data
1 %This program reads experimental force displacement data from DENT
2 %and NH tests and stores it into vectors. Calculates energy until the
3 %maximum force point and the end of the experimental data.
4
5 %DP1000 DENT big size ligaments
6 filenameEXP = ’DP1000_e2.0_250_OT267_09.xlsm’;
7
8 %Read experimental data for every ligament size and test
9 sheet=0;%Sheet counter inicialization
10 %Read data loop:
11 for j= 1:6 %Iteration for each ligament size
12 L=17-j*2;%Ligament size
13 eval([’DMAX’ num2str(L) ’=0’]);%Set max displacement to zero
14 for i = 1:4%Iteration for each test
15 sheet=1+sheet;%Sheet counter
16 D = xlsread(filenameEXP, sheet,’A:A’);%Store Displacement in
variable
17 F= xlsread(filenameEXP, sheet, ’B:B’);%Store Force in variable
18 [val idx] = max(F); %Find the maximum force
19 %Store vectors until end of experience
20 eval([’DEND’ num2str(L) ’_’ num2str(i) ’= D’]);
21 eval([’FEND’ num2str(L) ’_’ num2str(i) ’= F’]);
22 %Trim the vectors at the maximum force:
23 eval([’DEXP’ num2str(L) ’_’ num2str(i) ’= D (1:idx)’]);
24 eval([’FEXP’ num2str(L) ’_’ num2str(i) ’= F (1:idx)’]);
25 %Find Maximum displacement (add for each test):
26 eval([’DMAX’ num2str(L) ’= DMAX’ num2str(L) ’+D(idx)’]);
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27 %Find Maximum force (add for each test):
28 eval([’FMAX’ num2str(L) ’= FMAX’ num2str(L) ’+F(idx)’]);
29 %Maximum force storage:
30 FMAXvector(i)= F(idx);
31 end
32 %Average of maximum displacement
33 eval([’DMAX’ num2str(L) ’= DMAX’ num2str(L) ’/i’]);
34 %Average of maximum force
35 eval([’FMAXMEAN= FMAX’ num2str(L) ’/i’]);
36 %Outlaying Data criteria:
37 for i = 1:4%Iteration for each test
38 if FMAXvector(i)<0.9*FMAXMEAN;
39 eval([’DEXP’ num2str(L) ’_’ num2str(i) ’= 0’]);
40 end
41 if FMAXvector(i)>1.1*FMAXMEAN;
42 eval([’DEXP’ num2str(L) ’_’ num2str(i) ’= 0’]);
43 end
44 end
45 end
46
47
48 %Energy until maximum force:
49 Lig=[15 15 15 15 13 13 13 13 11 11 11 11 9 9 9 9 7 7 7 7 5 5 5 5];
50 for j= 1:6 %Iteration for each ligament size
51 L=17-j*2;%Ligament size
52 for i = 1:4
53 eval([’n = numel(DEXP’ num2str(L) ’_’ num2str(i) ’);’]);
54 Simpson = [];
55 for c = 1:(n-1)
56 eval ([’S = 0.5*(DEXP’ num2str(L) ’_’ num2str(i)...
57 ’(c+1) - DEXP’ num2str(L) ’_’ num2str(i)
’(c))/1000*(FEXP’...
58 num2str(L) ’_’ num2str(i) ’(c+1) + FEXP’ num2str(L) ’_’
...
59 num2str(i) ’(c));’ ]);
60 Simpson (c) = S; %Vector with values for the summatory
61 end
62
63 EEXP(j,i)= sum(Simpson)*1000;%Energy in mJ for each test
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64 index =(j-1)*4+i;
65 WFIEXP(index)= EEXP(j,i)/(0.002*(L*0.001)*1000000);
66
67 end
68 %Mean Energy values for each ligament
69 MeanEEXP(j)= (EEXP(j,1)+EEXP(j,2)+EEXP(j,3)+EEXP(j,4))/4;
70 MeanWFIEXP(j)= (WFIEXP((j-1)*4+1)+WFIEXP((j-1)*4+2)+...
71 WFIEXP((j-1)*4+3)+WFIEXP((j-1)*4+4))/4;
72 end
73
74 %specific initiation experimental energy :
75 p=polyfit(Ligament,MeanWFIEXP,1);
76 yi= p(1)* Lplot + p(2);
77 WEIEXP = p(2);
78
79 %Energy until end - Essential Work of Fracture
80
81 for j= 1:6 %Iteration for each ligament size
82 L=17-j*2;%Ligament size
83 for i = 1:4
84 eval([’n = numel(DEND’ num2str(L) ’_’ num2str(i) ’);’]);
85 Simpson = [];
86 for c = 1:(n-1)
87 eval ([’S = 0.5*(DEND’ num2str(L) ’_’ num2str(i)...
88 ’(c+1) - DEND’ num2str(L) ’_’ num2str(i) ...
89 ’(c))/1000*(FEND’ num2str(L) ’_’ num2str(i) ...
90 ’(c+1) + FEND’ num2str(L) ’_’ num2str(i) ’(c));’ ]);
91 Simpson (c) = S; %Vector with values for the summatory
92 end
93 EEND(j,i)= sum(Simpson)*1000;%Energy in mJ for each test
94 index =(j-1)*4+i;
95 WFEXP(index)= EEND(j,i)/(0.002*(L*0.001)*1000000);
96
97 end
98 %Mean Energy values for each ligament
99 MeanEEND(j)= (EEND(j,1)+EEND(j,2)+EEND(j,3)+EEND(j,4))/4;
100 MeanWFEXP(j)= (WFEXP((j-1)*4+1)+WFEXP((j-1)*4+2)+...
101 WFEXP((j-1)*4+3)+WFEXP((j-1)*4+4))/4;
102 end
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103
104 %Essential work of fracture :
105 p=polyfit(Ligament,MeanWFEXP,1);
106 ye= p(1)* Lplot + p(2);
107 TEF = p(2);
108
109 %DP1000 DENT small size ligaments
110 filenameEXPsmall = ’DP1000_e2.0_250_Lsmall_OT118_12.xlsm’;
111
112 %Read experimental data for every ligament size and test
113 sheet=0;%Sheet counter inicialization
114 for j= 1:4 %Iteration for each ligament size
115 L=7-j;%Ligament size
116 eval([’DMAXsmall’ num2str(L) ’=0’]);%Set max displacement to zero
117 for i = 1:6%Iteration for each test
118 sheet=1+sheet;%Sheet counter
119 D = xlsread(filenameEXPsmall, sheet,’A:A’);%Store Displacement
120 F= xlsread(filenameEXPsmall, sheet, ’B:B’);%Store Force
121 [val idx] = max(F); %Find the maximum force
122 %Store vectors until end of experience
123 eval([’DENDsmall’ num2str(L) ’_’ num2str(i) ’= D*5’]);
124 eval([’FENDsmall’ num2str(L) ’_’ num2str(i) ’= F’]);
125 %Trim the vectors at the maximum force:
126 eval([’DEXPsmall’ num2str(L) ’_’ num2str(i) ’= D (1:idx)*5’]);
127 eval([’FEXPsmall’ num2str(L) ’_’ num2str(i) ’= F (1:idx)’]);
128 %Find Maximum displacement (add for each test):
129 eval([’DMAXsmall’ num2str(L) ’= DMAXsmall’ num2str(L)
’+D(idx)*5’]);
130 end
131 %Average of maximum displacement
132 eval([’DMAXsmall’ num2str(L) ’= DMAXsmall’ num2str(L) ’/i’]);
133 end
134
135 %Energy until maximum force:
136 Ligsmall1=[5 4 3];
137 Ligsmall=[5 5 5 5 5 5 4 4 4 4 4 4 3 3 3 3 3 3];
138 for j= 1:3 %Iteration for each ligament size
139 L=6-j;%Ligament size
140 for i = 1:6
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141 eval([’n = numel(DEXPsmall’ num2str(L) ’_’ num2str(i) ’);’]);
142 Simpson = [];
143 for c = 1:(n-1)
144 eval ([’S = 0.5*(DEXPsmall’ num2str(L) ’_’ num2str(i)...
145 ’(c+1) - DEXPsmall’ num2str(L) ’_’ num2str(i) ...
146 ’(c))/1000*(FEXPsmall’ num2str(L) ’_’ num2str(i) ...
147 ’(c+1) + FEXPsmall’ num2str(L) ’_’ num2str(i) ’(c));’
]);
148 Simpson (c) = S; %Vector with values for the summatory
149 end
150
151 EEXPsmall(j,i)= sum(Simpson)*1000;%Energy in mJ for each test
152 index =(j-1)*6+i;
153 WFIEXPsmall(index)= EEXPsmall(j,i)/(0.002*(L*0.001)*1000000);
154
155 end
156 %Mean Energy values for each ligament
157 MeanEEXPsmall(j)= (EEXPsmall(j,1)+EEXPsmall(j,2)+EEXPsmall(j,3)+...
158 EEXPsmall(j,4)+EEXPsmall(j,5)+EEXPsmall(j,6))/6;
159 MeanWFIEXPsmall(j)=
(WFIEXPsmall((j-1)*6+1)+WFIEXPsmall((j-1)*6+2)...
160 +WFIEXPsmall((j-1)*6+3)+WFIEXPsmall((j-1)*6+4)+...
161 WFIEXPsmall((j-1)*6+5)+WFIEXPsmall((j-1)*6+6))/6;
162 end
163
164 %specific initiation experimental energy :
165 p=polyfit(Ligsmall1,MeanWFIEXPsmall,1);
166 yismall= p(1)* Lplot + p(2);
167 WEIEXPsmall = p(2);
168
169 %Energy until end - Essential Work of Fracture
170
171 for j= 1:3 %Iteration for each ligament size
172 L=6-j;%Ligament size
173 for i = 1:6
174 eval([’n = numel(DENDsmall’ num2str(L) ’_’ num2str(i) ’);’]);
175 Simpson = [];
176 for c = 1:(n-1)
177 eval ([’S = 0.5*(DENDsmall’ num2str(L) ’_’ num2str(i)...
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178 ’(c+1) - DENDsmall’ num2str(L) ’_’ num2str(i)...
179 ’(c))/1000*(FENDsmall’ num2str(L) ’_’ num2str(i)...
180 ’(c+1) + FENDsmall’ num2str(L) ’_’ num2str(i) ’(c));’
]);
181 Simpson (c) = S; %Vector with values for the summatory
182 end
183 EENDsmall(j,i)= sum(Simpson)*1000;%Energy in mJ for each test
184 index =(j-1)*6+i;
185 WFEXPsmall(index)= EENDsmall(j,i)/(0.002*(L*0.001)*1000000);
186
187 end
188 %Mean Energy values for each ligament
189 MeanEENDsmall(j)= (EENDsmall(j,1)+EENDsmall(j,2)+EENDsmall(j,3)+...
190 EENDsmall(j,4)+EENDsmall(j,5)+EENDsmall(j,6))/6;
191 MeanWFEXPsmall(j)= (WFEXPsmall((j-1)*6+1)+WFEXPsmall((j-1)*6+2)...
192 +WFEXPsmall((j-1)*6+3)+WFEXPsmall((j-1)*6+4)+WFEXPsmall((j-1)*6+5)...
193 +WFEXPsmall((j-1)*6+6))/6;
194 end
195
196 %Essential work of fracture :
197 p=polyfit(Ligsmall1,MeanWFEXPsmall,1);
198 yesmall= p(1)* Lplot + p(2);
199 TEFsmall = p(2);
200
201 %DP780 DENT ligaments
202 filenameEXP = ’DP780_e1.5_250_OT267_09.xlsm’;
203
204 %Read experimental data for every ligament size and test
205 sheet=0;%Sheet counter inicialization
206 for j= 1:6 %Iteration for each ligament size
207 L=17-j*2;%Ligament size
208 eval([’DMAX’ num2str(L) ’=0’]);%Set max displacement to zero
209 for i = 1:4%Iteration for each test
210 sheet=1+sheet;%Sheet counter
211 D = xlsread(filenameEXP, sheet,’A:A’);%Store Displacement
212 F= xlsread(filenameEXP, sheet, ’B:B’);%Store Force
213 [val idx] = max(F); %Find the maximum force
214 %Store vectors until end of experience
215 eval([’DEND’ num2str(L) ’_’ num2str(i) ’= D’]);
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216 eval([’FEND’ num2str(L) ’_’ num2str(i) ’= F’]);
217 %Trim the vectors at the maximum force:
218 eval([’DEXP’ num2str(L) ’_’ num2str(i) ’= D (1:idx)’]);
219 eval([’FEXP’ num2str(L) ’_’ num2str(i) ’= F (1:idx)’]);
220 %Find Maximum displacement (add for each test):
221 eval([’DMAX’ num2str(L) ’= DMAX’ num2str(L) ’+D(idx)’]);
222 %Find Maximum force (add for each test):
223 eval([’FMAX’ num2str(L) ’= FMAX’ num2str(L) ’+F(idx)’]);
224 %Maximum force storage:
225 FMAXvector(i)= F(idx);
226 end
227 %Average of maximum displacement
228 eval([’DMAX’ num2str(L) ’= DMAX’ num2str(L) ’/i’]);
229 %Average of maximum force
230 eval([’FMAXMEAN= FMAX’ num2str(L) ’/i’]);
231 %Outlaying Data criteria:
232 for i = 1:4%Iteration for each test
233 if FMAXvector(i)<0.9*FMAXMEAN;
234 eval([’DEXP’ num2str(L) ’_’ num2str(i) ’= 0’]);
235 end
236 if FMAXvector(i)>1.1*FMAXMEAN;
237 eval([’DEXP’ num2str(L) ’_’ num2str(i) ’= 0’]);
238 end
239 end
240 end
241
242 %Energy until maximum force:
243
244 Lplot=[20 15 13 11 9 7 5 0.00001];
245 Lig=[15 15 15 15 13 13 13 13 11 11 11 11 9 9 9 9 7 7 7 7 5 5 5 5];
246 for j= 1:6 %Iteration for each ligament size
247 L=17-j*2;%Ligament size
248 for i = 1:4
249 eval([’n = numel(DEXP’ num2str(L) ’_’ num2str(i) ’);’]);
250 Simpson = [];
251 for c = 1:(n-1)
252 eval ([’S = 0.5*(DEXP’ num2str(L) ’_’ num2str(i)...
253 ’(c+1) - DEXP’ num2str(L) ’_’ num2str(i)...
254 ’(c))/1000*(FEXP’ num2str(L) ’_’ num2str(i)...
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255 ’(c+1) + FEXP’ num2str(L) ’_’ num2str(i) ’(c));’ ]);
256 Simpson (c) = S; %Vector with values for the summatory
257 end
258
259 EEXP(j,i)= sum(Simpson)*1000;%Energy in mJ for each test
260 index =(j-1)*4+i;
261 WFIEXP(index)= EEXP(j,i)/(0.0015*(L*0.001)*1000000);
262
263 end
264 %Mean Energy values for each ligament
265 MeanEEXP(j)= (EEXP(j,1)+EEXP(j,2)+EEXP(j,3)+EEXP(j,4))/4;
266 MeanWFIEXP(j)= (WFIEXP((j-1)*4+1)+WFIEXP((j-1)*4+2)+...
267 WFIEXP((j-1)*4+3)+WFIEXP((j-1)*4+4))/4;
268 end
269
270 %specific initiation experimental energy :
271 p=polyfit(Ligament,MeanWFIEXP,1);
272 yi= p(1)* Lplot + p(2);
273 WEIEXP = p(2);
274
275 %Energy until end - Essential Work of Fracture
276
277 for j= 1:6 %Iteration for each ligament size
278 L=17-j*2;%Ligament size
279 for i = 1:4
280 eval([’n = numel(DEND’ num2str(L) ’_’ num2str(i) ’);’]);
281 Simpson = [];
282 for c = 1:(n-1)
283 eval ([’S = 0.5*(DEND’ num2str(L) ’_’ num2str(i) ...
284 ’(c+1) - DEND’ num2str(L) ’_’ num2str(i) ...
285 ’(c))/1000*(FEND’ num2str(L) ’_’ num2str(i)...
286 ’(c+1) + FEND’ num2str(L) ’_’ num2str(i) ’(c));’ ]);
287 Simpson (c) = S; %Vector with values for the summatory
288 end
289 EEND(j,i)= sum(Simpson)*1000;%Energy in mJ for each test
290 index =(j-1)*4+i;
291 WFEXP(index)= EEND(j,i)/(0.0015*(L*0.001)*1000000);
292
293 end
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294 %Mean Energy values for each ligament
295 MeanEEND(j)= (EEND(j,1)+EEND(j,2)+EEND(j,3)+EEND(j,4))/4;
296 MeanWFEXP(j)= (WFEXP((j-1)*4+1)+WFEXP((j-1)*4+2)+...
297 WFEXP((j-1)*4+3)+WFEXP((j-1)*4+4))/4;
298 end
299
300 %Essential work of fracture :
301 p=polyfit(Ligament,MeanWFEXP,1);
302 ye= p(1)* Lplot + p(2);
303 TEF = p(2);
304
305 %DP1000 NH tests
306 filename = ’NH_DP1000.xlsx’;
307 %Read experimental data for every ligament size and test
308 sheet=1;%Sheet counter inicialization
309 for j= 1:3 %Iteration for each test
310 sheet=1+sheet;%Sheet counter
311 T = xlsread(filename, sheet,’A:A’);%Store time in variable
312 D = xlsread(filename, sheet,’B:B’); %Store Displacement in variable
313 F = xlsread(filename, sheet, ’C:C’);%Store Force in variable
314 [val, idx] = max(F); %Find the maximum force
315 %Store vectors until end of experience
316 eval([’T_NH_’ num2str(j) ’= T’]);
317 eval([’D_NH_’ num2str(j) ’= D’]);
318 eval([’F_NH_’ num2str(j) ’= F’]);
319 eval([’D_NH_MAX’ num2str(j) ’= D(idx)’]);
320 eval([’F_NH_MAX’ num2str(j) ’= F(idx)’]);
321 eval([’D_NH_MAXC’ num2str(j) ’= D(1:idx)’]);
322 eval([’F_NH_MAXC’ num2str(j) ’= F(1:idx)’]);
323 end
experimentaldata.m
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A.2 Simulation data
1 % This program reads and saves simulation force and displacement
data,
2 % finds the maximum force point and cuts de data to that point,
calculates
3 % the necking energy criterion and finds the geometric constant.
4
5 %DP1000 DENT big size ligaments
6 Ligament=[15 13 11 9 7 5];
7 Lplot=[20 15 13 11 9 7 5 0.00001];
8 filenameSIM = ’FD_DP1000_G1.xlsx’;
9 sheet = 0;
10 for j= 1:6;
11 sheet=1+sheet;%Sheet counter
12 L=17-j*2;
13 T=xlsread(filenameSIM, sheet, ’A:A’);%Time steps of job
14 D=xlsread(filenameSIM, sheet, ’B:B’)*2;%Real displacement at 50mm
15 F=xlsread(filenameSIM, sheet, ’C:C’)*4;%Force consdering symmetries
16 %Name the variables for each ligament:
17 eval([’TSIM_’ num2str(L) ’= T;’]);
18 eval([’DSIM_’ num2str(L) ’= D;’]);%Real displacement at 50mm
19 eval([’FSIM_’ num2str(L) ’= F;’]);%Force consdering symmetries
20 %Get the position of DMAX
21 eval([’tmp = abs(DSIM_’ num2str(L) ’- DMAX’ num2str(L) ’);’]);
22 [val idx] = min(tmp); %index of closest value
23 %Trim the vectors:
24 %Time until max
25 eval([’TSIM_’ num2str(L) ’= TSIM_’ num2str(L) ’(1:idx);’]);
26 %Displacement until max
27 eval([’DSIM_’ num2str(L) ’= DSIM_’ num2str(L) ’(1:idx);’]);
28 %Force until max
29 eval([’FSIM_’ num2str(L) ’= FSIM_’ num2str(L) ’(1:idx);’]);
30 end
31
32 %Total energy of simulation:
33
34 for j= 1:6 %Iteration for each ligament size
35 L=17-j*2;%Ligament size
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36 eval([’n = numel(DSIM_’ num2str(L) ’);’]);
37 Simpson = [];
38 for c = 1:(n-1)
39 eval ([’S = 0.5*(DSIM_’ num2str(L) ’(c+1) - DSIM_’ num2str(L)...
40 ’(c))/1000*(FSIM_’ num2str(L) ’(c+1) + FSIM_’ num2str(L)
’(c));’]);
41 Simpson (c) = S; %Vector with values for the summatory
42 end
43 ESIM(j)= sum(Simpson)*1000;%Energy in mJ for each test
44 WISIM(j)= ESIM(j)/(0.002*(L*0.001)*1000000);
45 end
46
47 %Energy criterion
48
49 Lig = [15;13;11;9;7;5];
50 LigPlot=[20;15;13;11;9;7;5;0];
51 Count = 0;
52 for j= 1:6;
53 L=17-j*2;
54 str = num2str(L);
55 filename = strcat(’DP1000L’,str,’G1.rpt’);%Energy file
56 delimiter = ’ ’;
57 header = 19;
58 RPT = importdata(filename,delimiter,header);
59 data1 = RPT.data;%Extract data matrix
60 Ivol = data1(:,3);%Extract vector Ivol
61 PEMinPrin = data1(:,4);%Extract vector PE Min Prin
62 UVarm1 = data1(:,5);%Extract vector mises peeq energy
63 ETotalMises(j)= sum(UVarm1)*4;
64 r = any(Lig==L);
65 if (r==1);
66 Count = Count + 1;
67 end
68
69 for i= 100:300;
70
71 %Calcul d’energia pel de PEMinPrin:
72 PEFiltre = max(abs(PEMinPrin)) * 0.001*i;
73 position = abs(PEMinPrin) > PEFiltre;
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74 EPE(j,i) = sum(position.*UVarm1)*4; %Matrix with energy values for
each ligament and criterion
75 if (r==1);%Per treure algun lligament del calcul
76 EPE2(Count,i)=sum(position.*UVarm1)*4;
77 end
78 end
79 r = 0;
80 end
81
82 %Find the criterion which gives the minimum slope
83 MinP=100000;
84 for i= 100:300;
85 p=polyfit(Lig,EPE2(:,i),1);
86 if (abs(p(1))<MinP);
87 Crit = i;
88 MinP=abs(p(1));
89 Origen = p(2);
90 end
91 end
92
93 Energia = Origen;% Valor d’energia per criteri mes constant en mJ
94 Constant = Energia/245.97;%Constant en mm2
95
96
97 %DP1000 DENT small size ligaments
98 Ligament1=[6 5 4 3];
99 filenameSIMsmall = ’FD_DP1000small_G1.xlsx’;
100 sheet = 0;
101 for j= 1:4;
102 sheet=1+sheet;%Sheet counter
103 L=7-j;
104 T=xlsread(filenameSIMsmall, sheet, ’A:A’);%Time steps of job
105 D=xlsread(filenameSIMsmall, sheet, ’B:B’)*2;%Real displacement at
10mm
106 F=xlsread(filenameSIMsmall, sheet, ’C:C’)*4;%Force consdering
symmetries
107 %Name the variables for each ligament:
108 eval([’TSIMsmall_’ num2str(L) ’= T;’]);
109 eval([’DSIMsmall_’ num2str(L) ’= D;’]);%Real displacement at 50mm
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110 eval([’FSIMsmall_’ num2str(L) ’= F;’]);%Force consdering symmetries
111 %Get the position of FMAX in data
112 eval([’tmp = abs(DSIMsmall_’ num2str(L) ’- DMAXsmall’ num2str(L)
’);’]);
113 [val idx] = min(tmp); %index of closest value
114 %Trim the vectors:
115 %Time until max
116 eval([’TSIMsmall_’ num2str(L) ’= TSIMsmall_’ num2str(L)
’(1:idx);’]);
117 %Displacement until max
118 eval([’DSIMsmall_’ num2str(L) ’= DSIMsmall_’ num2str(L)
’(1:idx);’]);
119 %Force until max
120 eval([’FSIMsmall_’ num2str(L) ’= FSIMsmall_’ num2str(L)
’(1:idx);’]);
121 end
122
123 %Total energy of simulation:
124
125 for j= 1:4 %Iteration for each ligament size
126 L=7-j; %Ligament size
127 eval([’n = numel(DSIMsmall_’ num2str(L) ’);’]);
128 Simpson = [];
129 for c = 1:(n-1)
130 eval ([’S = 0.5*(DSIMsmall_’ num2str(L) ’(c+1) - DSIMsmall_’...
131 num2str(L) ’(c))/1000*(FSIMsmall_’ num2str(L)...
132 ’(c+1) + FSIMsmall_’ num2str(L) ’(c));’ ]);
133 Simpson (c) = S; %Vector with values for the summatory
134 end
135 ESIMsmall(j)= sum(Simpson)*1000;%Energy in mJ for each test
136 WISIMsmall(j)= ESIMsmall(j)/(0.002*(L*0.001)*1000000);
137 end
138
139
140
141 %DP780 DENT ligaments
142 Ligament=[15 13 11 9 7 5];
143 Lplot=[20 15 13 11 9 7 5 0.00001];
144 filenameSIM = ’FD_DP780_250.xlsx’;
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145 sheet = 0;
146 for j= 1:6;
147 sheet=1+sheet;%Sheet counter
148 L=17-j*2;
149 T=xlsread(filenameSIM, sheet, ’A:A’);%Time steps of job
150 D=xlsread(filenameSIM, sheet, ’B:B’)*2;%Real displacement at 50mm
151 F=xlsread(filenameSIM, sheet, ’C:C’)*4;%Force consdering symmetries
152 %Name the variables for each ligament:
153 eval([’TSIM_’ num2str(L) ’= T;’]);
154 eval([’DSIM_’ num2str(L) ’= D;’]);%Real displacement at 50mm
155 eval([’FSIM_’ num2str(L) ’= F;’]);%Force consdering symmetries
156 %Get the position of DMAX
157 eval([’tmp = abs(DSIM_’ num2str(L) ’- DMAX’ num2str(L) ’);’]);
158 [val idx] = min(tmp); %index of closest value
159 %Trim the vectors:
160 %Time until max
161 eval([’TSIM_’ num2str(L) ’= TSIM_’ num2str(L) ’(1:idx);’]);
162 %Displacement until max:
163 eval([’DSIM_’ num2str(L) ’= DSIM_’ num2str(L) ’(1:idx);’]);
164 %Force until max
165 eval([’FSIM_’ num2str(L) ’= FSIM_’ num2str(L) ’(1:idx);’]);
166 end
167
168 %Total energy of simulation:
169
170 for j= 1:6 %Iteration for each ligament size
171 L=17-j*2;%Ligament size
172 eval([’n = numel(DSIM_’ num2str(L) ’);’]);
173 Simpson = [];
174 for c = 1:(n-1)
175 eval ([’S = 0.5*(DSIM_’ num2str(L) ’(c+1) - DSIM_’ num2str(L)...
176 ’(c))*(FSIM_’ num2str(L) ’(c+1) + FSIM_’ num2str(L) ’(c));’
]);
177 Simpson (c) = S; %Vector with values for the summatory
178 end
179 ESIM(j)= sum(Simpson);%Energy in mJ for each test
180 WISIM(j)= ESIM(j)/(0.0015*(L*0.001)*1000000);
181 end
182
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183 %Energy criterion
184
185 Lig = [15;13;11;9;7;5];
186 LigPlot=[20;15;13;11;9;7;5;0];
187 Count = 0;
188 for j= 1:6;
189 L=17-j*2;
190 str = num2str(L);
191 filename = strcat(’DP780L’,str,’G1.rpt’);%Energy file
192 delimiter = ’ ’;
193 header = 19;
194 RPT = importdata(filename,delimiter,header);
195 data1 = RPT.data;%Extract data matrix
196 Ivol = data1(:,3);%Extract vector Ivol
197 PEMinPrin = data1(:,4);%Extract vector PE Min Prin
198 UVarm1 = data1(:,5);%Extract vector mises peeq energy
199 UVarm2 = data1(:,6);%Extract vector principal strain stress energy
200 ETotalMises(j)= sum(UVarm1)*4;
201 ETotalPrin(j)= sum(UVarm2)*4;
202 r = any(Lig==L);
203 if (r==1);
204 Count = Count + 1;
205 end
206
207 for i= 100:300;
208
209 %Calcul d’energia pel de PEMinPrin:
210 PEFiltre = max(abs(PEMinPrin)) * 0.001*i;
211 position = abs(PEMinPrin) > PEFiltre;
212 EPE(j,i) = sum(position.*UVarm2)*4; %Matrix with energy values for
each ligament and criterion
213 if (r==1);
214 EPE2(Count,i)=sum(position.*UVarm2)*4;
215 end
216 end
217 r = 0;
218 end
219
220 %Find the criterion which gives the minimum slope
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221 MinP=100000;
222 for i= 100:300;
223 p=polyfit(Lig,EPE2(:,i),1);
224 if (abs(p(1))<MinP);
225 Crit = i;
226 MinP=abs(p(1));
227 Origen = p(2);
228 end
229 end
230
231 Energia = Origen;% Valor d’energia per criteri mes constant en mJ
232 Constant = Energia/237.84;%Constant en mm2
233
234
235 %DP1000 NH tests
236
237 filenameSIM = ’FD_NH.xlsx’;
238 T_NHSIM=xlsread(filenameSIM, 4, ’A:A’);%Time steps of job
239 D_NHSIM=xlsread(filenameSIM, 4, ’B:B’)*2;%Real displacement at 50mm
240 F_NHSIM=xlsread(filenameSIM, 4, ’C:C’)*2;%Force consdering symmetries
241
242 %Maximum stop
243 tmp = abs(D_NHSIM - D_NH_MAX3);
244 [val idx] = min(tmp); %index of closest value
245 T_NHSIM_MAX = T_NHSIM(idx);
246 D_NHSIM_MAX = D_NHSIM(idx);
247 F_NHSIM_MAX = F_NHSIM(idx);
248
249 %Energy stop
250 idx=find(T_NHSIM==18.3);
251 T_NHSIM_E = T_NHSIM(idx);
252 D_NHSIM_E = D_NHSIM(idx);
253 F_NHSIM_E = F_NHSIM(idx);
254
255 for i = 0:252;
256 %Read data from rpt
257 name=sprintf(’NH%d.rpt’,i);
258 RPT = importdata(name,’ ’,19);
259 data1 = RPT.data;%Extract data matrix
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260 Ivol = data1(:,3);%Extract vector Ivol
261 PEMinPrin = data1(:,4);%Extract vector PE Min Prin
262 UVarm1 = data1(:,5);%Extract vector mises peeq energy
263 ETotalMises(j)= sum(UVarm1)*4;
264
265 PEFiltre = max(abs(PEMinPrin)) * 0.209;%PE Min Prin Criterion
266 position = abs(PEMinPrin) > PEFiltre;
267 Necking_energy(i) = sum(position.*UVarm1)*4;
268 end
simulationdata.m
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1 SUBROUTINE UVARM(UVAR,DIRECT,T,TIME,DTIME,CMNAME,ORNAME,
2 1 NUVARM,NOEL,NPT,LAYER,KSPT,KSTEP,KINC,NDI,NSHR,COORD,
3 2 JMAC,JMATYP,MATLAYO,LACCFLA)
4 C
5 INCLUDE ’ABA_PARAM.INC’
6 C
7 CHARACTER*80 CMNAME,ORNAME
8 CHARACTER*3 FLGRAY(15)
9 DIMENSION UVAR(NUVARM),DIRECT(3,3),T(3,3),TIME(2)
10 DIMENSION ARRAY(15),JARRAY(15),JMAC(*),JMATYP(*),COORD(*),
PS(10)
11 DIMENSION S(6), NDI(*), NSHR(*)
12 C
13 C Error counter:
14 JERROR = 0
15 C Stress mises:
16 CALL GETVRM(’SINV’,ARRAY,JARRAY,FLGRAY,JRCD,JMAC,JMATYP,
17 1 MATLAYO,LACCFLA)
18 JERROR = JERROR + JRCD
19 MIS = ARRAY(1)
20 C Peeq:
21 CALL GETVRM(’PE’,ARRAY,JARRAY,FLGRAY,JRCD,JMAC,JMATYP,
22 1 MATLAYO,LACCFLA)
23 JERROR = JERROR + JRCD
24 PE11 = ARRAY(1)
25 PE22 = ARRAY(2)
26 PE33 = ARRAY(3)
27 PE12 = ARRAY(4)
28 PE13 = ARRAY(5)
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29 PE23 = ARRAY(6)
30 C Calculate mises * peeq:
31 UVAR(1) = MIS * ARRAY(7)
32 C Ivol:
33 CALL GETVRM(’IVOL’,ARRAY,JARRAY,FLGRAY,JRCD,JMAC,JMATYP,
34 1 MATLAYO,LACCFLA)
35 JERROR = JERROR + JRCD
36 C Calculate mises * peeq * ivol:
37 UVAR(1) = UVAR(1) * ARRAY(1)
38 C Stress tensor components:
39 CALL GETVRM(’S’,ARRAY,JARRAY,FLGRAY,JRCD,JMAC,JMATYP,
40 1 MATLAYO,LACCFLA)
41 JERROR = JERROR + JRCD
42 S11 = ARRAY(1)
43 S22 = ARRAY(2)
44 S33 = ARRAY(3)
45 S12 = ARRAY(4)
46 S13 = ARRAY(5)
47 S23 = ARRAY(6)
48
49 C Invariants:
50 CALL GETVRM(’SINV’,ARRAY,JARRAY,FLGRAY,JRCD,JMAC,JMATYP,
51 1 MATLAYO,LACCFLA)
52 JERROR = JERROR + JRCD
53 INV1 = ARRAY(2)
54 INV2 = ARRAY(3)
55 C Principal stresses
56 S = (/ S11, S22, S33, S12, S13, S23/)
57 LSTR = 1
58 CALL SPRINC (S,PS,LSTR,NDI,NSHR)
59 PS1 = PS(1)
60 PS2 = PS(2)
61 PS3 = PS(3)
62 C Principal strains
63 S = (/ PE11, PE22, PE33, PE12, PE13, PE23/)
64 LSTR = 2
65 CALL SPRINC (S,PS,LSTR,NDI,NSHR)
66 PEP1 = PS(1)
67 PEP2 = PS(2)
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68 PEP3 = PS(3)
69 C Ivol:
70 CALL GETVRM(’IVOL’,ARRAY,JARRAY,FLGRAY,JRCD,JMAC,JMATYP,
71 1 MATLAYO,LACCFLA)
72 JERROR = JERROR + JRCD
73 C Calculate MaxPrinStress * MaxPrinStrain * ivol:
74 UVAR(2) = PEP1 * PS1 * ARRAY(1)
75 C Calculate stress triaxiality:
76 CALL GETVRM(’SINV’,ARRAY,JARRAY,FLGRAY,JRCD,JMAC,JMATYP,
77 1 MATLAYO,LACCFLA)
78 JERROR = JERROR + JRCD
79
80 P = (PS1 + PS2 + PS3)/3
81 M = (0.5*((PS1-PS2)**2+(PS2-PS3)**2+(PS1-PS3)**2))**0.5
82
83 UVAR(3) =MIS/(-ARRAY(3))
84
85 C Calculate Lode Parameter:
86 UVAR(4) = (2*((PS3)-(PS2))/((PS1)-(PS2)))-1
87
88 C Comment .DAT, errors:
89 IF(JERROR.NE.0)THEN
90 WRITE(6,*) ’REQUEST ERROR IN UVARM FOR ELEMENT NUMBER ’,
91 1 NOEL,’INTEGRATION POINT NUMBER ’,NPT
92 ENDIF
93 RETURN
94 END
energia.f
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